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The situation with the present conversation of "Slavery" is that it is nothing really interested to address this fact, but to just create emotional heat in non White people to agitate them against White people for what is a case about "Slavery". This is because this is beneficial to those who have really enslaved the planet right now, which are the jews.

Important questions in regards to other areas of slavery will never be asked, questioned, or even commemorated for lamentations and/or so we can learn from these as we progress in the future.

The reality is that slavery has been ongoing for many thousands years and then some, and it is not a practice that only "Evil Whitey" does.

The reality is this in plain: On the face of this planet, everyone has enslaved anyone, and it is wrong.

Another reality is: Not everyone enslaved anyone under the same conditions.

The only place where "slaves" had any value as human beings, other than being living dung, was "White People Slavery", and this was until the times of the advent of Christianity where life literally lost all value, for "Free man" and "Slave" alike. This is because there were only slaves and the jewish jesuit class running Europe and the occupied territories, running endless armies of serfs in ways that would make any ancient Spartan or Athenian simply vomit. It is never stated that the life of the Feudal and Middle ages slave was hundreds of times worse than the so-called "Slavery" of the ancient times.

Even for the free people, during the Middle ages, life was a USSR living chaotic damnation for more than a thousand years. It took around 1450 for any faint of light to be seen for the 'average man', and of course, the jewish loan sharking and goyim wealth control institutions that were created around the same era backtracked and virulently attacked all sorts of progress in that regard.

It's just that the only ones from whom it works to cry on their skirts and accuse them of "slavery", are the White people. This is simply because they are empathetic and because they have some sentimentality and sensitivity to other human beings, is the White race. Nobody wants to converse or "Repay" anyone for any slavery done simply because nobody cares as far as others are concerned. "What has happened, has happened, unless you're white of course".

You can try telling the same drivel to Asians about "Slavery" and they will just simply
tell you to fuck off. And let me tell you this is a wise reply coming from them, simply because, they have nothing to repay presently, as they do not keep other nations as slaves. They will never pay you for imaginary owned gibs either, nor reparations.

If one studies more Asian history, one will see a lot of glory, a lot of slavery, and also a lot of brutality. Well, that is history. But the jew can't guilt trip Asians because they do not have the goyim "Emotional Savior" switch that was imposed by xianity, so that they cry for actions done, nor many are willing to sit down and negotiate things that happened centuries ago, simply because they are not responsible.

Plus, they do not feel "Guilty" for enslaving Europe under Genghis Khan or anything else, so it doesn't really work to try to pull a fast one on them. At this point also the jews who control the "Conversation" in regards to slavery, do not want to mention some tremendous examples of slavery that are far more important than any "Colonialism" of recent eras.

When was the last time anyone turned to ask Jews in regards to how all their culture is slavery based? Plus, particular forms of slavery such as : Spiritual slavery, financial slavery, physical slavery, eternal slavery (in spirit form) and many other forms of eternal slavery?

Why did Colonialism happen? The answer is simple: Overcharged courts all over Europe needed funding and materials from other places and to discover new lands in order to pay extraordinary financial debts owed primarily to jewish owned loan sharking institutions, which had taken hold of native societies. People were pushed into this in ransom, on the price of civilization collapse, famine, and death if they did not comply with the parameters of said system. This was done from "Within the nation", by the jews.

The above is no mystical historical secret either.

The contrast and hypocrisy is easily observable. If non-Whites are constantly "oppressed" by Whites, why is the case that everyone desires and/or has a better lifestyle in White nations since the beginning of written history?

Why the little "Pure angels" and "morally impeccable" and "Eternal victims of slavery", life in their nations were so bad, and polluted with crime, even though they didn't practice "repulsive practices" such as slavery? Which well, historically speaking, everyone did.

Why people who supposedly whine and writhe about external "Slavery", i.e., slavery from other people and nations, never do writhe about internal slavery, i.e., the slavery imposed on them from their own populace or even jews?

Because there are no free gibs here and to cry to the parasitic can never be met with an answer of shekels, that is why. Crying to the jews is as a result of no consequence.
Palestinians know this thing really well. After all, their battle for freedom from the jews escalates for more than 2000 years.

I will tell you the simple answer here: because this type of whining does not have immediate and free profits. The jew isn't going to pay anyone because they whine about 'slavery', and nobody else is concerned emotionally to open up this conversation. African dictators aren't going to listen to your tears either on the subject, nor will most Arabs.

All of these people worldwide have practiced way more brutal, longstanding, and even permanent forms of slavery, and everyone has enslaved anyone on this face of the planet. But above all, the most brutal and destructive slaver was the Jew, of whom we can give the biggest crimes.

And the only people who abolished or at least limited this institution, and then everyone else followed, guess who they were? The evil Whitey of course. Theoretically speaking "Evil Whiteys" are the only peoples on earth who tried to address this very difficult subject and turn the boat around in what "Slavery" is and penalize and outlaw this practice worldwide.

In Ancient Greek and Roman mindset of slavery, and surely this will just cause a cataclysmic brain explosion to many, "Slavery" was really way better than bottom rung serfdom in many other professed "Free" civilization, in the sense, that many slaves were actually "Safeguarded" in their existence or otherwise. If you just cross over the "Ancient Greek slave" with the people who say they are "Free" today, maybe the slave has a way better deal than many of the "Free people".

Many people dwell around homeless today, back then the "slaves" had a home by default.
Many people do not have food today, back then the "Slave" was a family teacher who lived aside the family that "owned" them.
Many people today do not have any health or otherwise provisions but back then the slave was just essentially a house servant and family member. One could go on and on here. Due to racial reasons also, "Slaves" in that regard were until late Ancient Greek era other Greek people, and not "Barbarians".
Many of these people could not vote, but then again, their rights to survival and existence were on the "houses" that housed them, which could vote.
Slaves could actually get freed based on education, conduct, or sometimes even ransom.

Not saying any of the above is good, but as you can see, the "Terms" of slavery of "Evil Whitey" were like the above.

The terms of slavery for many of other races were like:

"Ooga Booga, Enslave the Goyim".
2. Slavery by Arabs against Europeans of the West (Lasted thousands of years).
3. Slavery by Asians done to Europeans and other Asians (hatred of which still exits to this very day).
4. How every Arab nation has enslaved any other.
5. How they history of India was basically a slavery war tribal saga until it was put together and it started growing.
6. How Whites have of course enslaved other "Whites" over the centuries.
7. How the jew enslaved everyone of the above and still has a slavery central culture, that deals with the permanent soul and body enslavement of other people - no other Gentile culture made it that far.
8. Didn't the Arabs go for centuries and enslave Hindus in India?

What is wrong in the above? To just blame-shift between Gentiles. This blame-shifting in the context of recent jewish history will never end. The world religions which are infected by Judaism have institutionalized a form of slavery that is too deep to remove. It's quite funny that many people whine on Whites for "slavery", while basically, there are billions of worship books and ideologies literally founded upon the concept of slavery. Abrahamism is founded upon the very same concept, same as the eggs it hatched later such as Christianity and Islam.

Why aren't questions raised such as this: If Britain did slavery, (we all know that Rothschild was in Britain since the 15th century and ruling it financially) how was the life of the average Briton during the so-called "Colonialism"?

I will tell you how it was: 14-hour shifts with hardly any food since the age of 7 years old, shoveling coal, children were mining, famine and pestilence were disposing thousands on a daily basis. Child mortality from overwork was a daily occurrence for hundreds. This was the "glorious life" of the so-called "Oppressive Colonialist Britons" during the height of their so called "Colonialism" and later "Industrialization". And why? Weren't the Evil Britons supposed to have a great life since they did external slavery?

No. Because the jews in power such as the church and jews who ruled Britain, did also brutalize the native British population, at least 9 out of 10 people, all in the same way, and sometimes way more brutally than the "Colonial slaves".

Here is a picture of a "Briton Colonialist" that many people like to blame. He is so Entitled that he is literally walking on glass shards as a kid and does 15-hour work shifts a day.
Lastly, I wanted to say something that may hurt some people who like to do a lot of lying to themselves.

As I see it, if you were sitting on a rock in the middle of nowhere, about to die from vipers at any given day, rallied and already on the brink of death by your own tyrannical "Government", working for only water and a loaf of bread, and being beaten to death in what appears to be your "native system", working all your life and spending the rest of the time in compulsory "church education", and then someone comes around and 'enslaves' you and gives you the terms of the Ancient Greek Slave, which of the terms would you like to accept?

To be "enslaved" over in a civilization that takes better care of you, or in one which does not? I am not going to answer this, nor this is a moral dilemma, but this is a situation that should make clever people think a few things over rather than the semantics and rage filled arguments that cloud any judgment. It's just some food for thought here for those who have the decency to not lie to themselves.

The brutal reality in this world cannot be addressed through the jewish dialectic and questions that are created only to vilify Whites and create guilt-tripping over things everyone has done.

The thing is nobody wants to fix or answer about slavery, and this is because nobody wants to face these realities. This is why the conversation of such has fallen on a level of logical crapping and accusing whiteys.

Slavery is obviously wrong, but the situation is that everyone has to let it go. Whites are put on the center of this because they are outnumbered 9 to 1 and they are set in the sights of the jews to be killed in a racial holocaust to create a servile borg race for their future - guess what, for slavery. This is what the jews have admitted.
Out of all the people, those who have done systematic opposition to slavery (even at the penalty of death and in full uncertainty) were White people. If it were not for White people to just go ape-shit on slavery imposed by jews in the late centuries, we would all be having the same life British kids had during colonialism, and we wouldn't be sitting here to have any rights that we do today, which of course many people throw to the ground and curse on a daily basis when they envision since they come from lands where they did not have any rights anyway.

So it will just be a natural return for many to return to the civilizations they have created, ironically, founded upon slavery. Sharia law is an obvious example. Whine about slavery to the British -> Impose Islam because your "Oppressive British" -> Make your own slavery legal and legitimatized -> Kill those who have put you in your nation or replace them racially -> Impose slavery all over again -> Lol at your own pseudo-morality of bullshit -> Repeat on another nation, might go to India this time.

Slavery is an extremely dangerous practice not only because of revolts, and in how civilizations can go down, but also in regards to the blood and the race of a nation. Slavery in that regard is catastrophic. This is why it was practiced in extreme conditions of race. Hitler was extremely critical of colonialism of the British for this reason, it dilutes the race, causes unnecessary suffering, and of course, later on, it always backfires.

Slavery will not be abolished and people will not learn anything out of these horrific realities, if people do not respect their current rights and focus on the world's problem which is the JEW, who has created social and many other universal circumstances that have allowed, espoused, and promoted slavery, and is in every form against the revolutions that won any such rights that give any meaning to life today.

The question of stopping slavery is to take the jew accountable for all his infinite machinations that always create conditions which demand slavery.

As for Gentiles, spiritual and clever people, plus the development that is happening in civilization right now (If the jews do not wreck it as primal worthless jewshits they are) will set a new precedent of individual freedoms as it was done last century. Eventually the aim is to put more and more worthless suffering to rest and move onto a better world.

The question of this will be again the question of the next century, people who seek freedom will again have to battle it out with unclean forces that simply seek to turn the world into a big gulag for what is essentially no purpose whatsoever but to create a cattle farm.
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